the Belt and Road Initiative, China has no intention to
change the existing international system. Instead, it
aims to cooperate with more nations within this framework to contribute to regional and global development.
In this process, China has become a staunch supporter
of globalization. China is playing an increasingly important role in anti-protectionism, especially against
the backdrop of U.S. President Donald Trump’s frenzy
for trade skepticism. Now that unilateralism and populism are gaining traction, the Belt and Road Initiative
inevitably has become a target of criticism from those
with evil intentions and vested interests.
However, they should better see the fact that global-

ization is becoming irreversible and China is just one of
many countries fighting to defend it. That’s why we
need more and more people to truly understand the significance of the Belt and Road Initiative, and to embrace the Belt and Road Initiative.
Through close cooperation along the Belt and Road,
developing countries in Africa, Central Asia, and Southeast Asia have embraced more convenient transportation, better health care, and more access to education.
For all the people who have a deep belief that all men
are created equal, they have a chance of development
along the modern Silk Road.
I sincerely wish you a successful forum. Thank you.

RICHARD BLACK

Reconciliation and Rebuilding in
Syria, as a Great Battle Looms in Idlib
This is an edited extract of remarks
by Virginia State Senator Richard
Black to the Sept. 13, 2018 Schiller
Institute Conference in New York.
For a fuller report on his latest trip
to Syria, see the interview conducted
by William Wertz, elsewhere in this
issue.

feeling that was shared by people
just across the country. Talking with
shepherds out in the desert, they
were all so delighted that the terrorists have been driven from Syria in
almost every area, and were looking
at returning to peace, having the refugees, having their relatives return,
and then rebuilding the country.

It’s very good to be with you. I
Syria Rebuilds,
am just back from Syria; I was there
Even as Idlib Battle Looms
from September 1 to 9. It was a treThis was the spirit. You can see
mendous trip. I covered a great deal
Schiller Institute
Virginia
State
Senator
Richard
Black.
the country being rebuilt all over.
of the country. I went all the way
And I’ll tell you, the security—I had
from Damascus to Aleppo and to
very, very light security—even though I travelled for
other places in between.
five miles through open areas. Previously, when I travThis is the second trip that I have taken. I was over
elled, I had to have a 12-vehicle convoy, with three authere two years ago, and at the time I went to the city of
tomatic cannons, and air support, attack helicopters and
Palmyra. Palmyra had just been liberated from ISIS, so
a jet. This time, I had one carload of troops, and I don’t
I paid the visit, and shortly afterwards ISIS counterthink they were Syria’s elite secret service.
attacked and seized Palmyra once again.
This was a tremendous, positive change. Everything
Things have changed enormously. I met for three
was going well while I was over there. Subsequently,
hours with President Bashar al-Assad, who, contrary to
what has happened is that the remaining terrorists, the
mainstream media, is an extremely rational, highly inworst of the worst, have been trapped in Idlib province.
telligent, and I think a very decent individual. He was
They are under the general command of a fellow named
really almost joyous. He felt that peace was at hand, a
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Clearing out the rubble, preparing to rebuild. Aleppo, Syria, Sept. 9, 2018.

now fighting shoulder-to-shoulder with ISIS and
with al-Qaeda, and we are putting out these wild
claims that there’s going to be a Syrian gas attack,
another one of these false-flag gas attacks.
I think it’s a tragedy. I wish that the people in
New York City whose families died on 9/11 understood that we are now fighting, struggling—
John Bolton is going around the world enlisting
the support of the world to attack Syria and to
defend al-Qaeda and ISIS in Syria! This is the
situation that we face today. It is a bizarre situation, something that no American would ever
expect after the trauma of 9/11. And so I’m
hoping that as we get the word out, we make it
more difficult for the deep state to engage us in
an escalation of this seven-year, painful, brutal
war in Syria.

Abu Mohammed al-Julani, the top commander of AlA Policy of Reconciliation
One of the policies that has been followed by PresiNusra, which is al-Qaeda in Syria.
dent Assad has been reconciliation. There’s a bureau of
Let me remind you: Al-Qaeda was the group that
reconciliation and they talk with rebels in various
flew the planes into the Twin Towers and the Pentagon
towns, and they get them to surrender their weapons,
on 9/11, killing 3,000 Americans. The commander of
and in exchange they’re given amnesty. Those who
this force is al-Julani; he also is a major commander for
have not fought on behalf of the Syrian army, actually
ISIS in Nineveh province. He has taken command of
join and fight on the front lines.
Idlib province where a great battle is looming. The
I was extremely skeptical. When I first heard of
Syrian army has surrounded it and is set to move in and
this, I thought, all they’re going to do is, they’re going
crush the greatest terror army on Earth.
to act as though they’re going along with it, and as
The civilians within Idlib are desperate to be libersoon as the opportunity arises, they’ll stab the Syrian
ated. Many of them have escaped and gotten out. The
Christians there are being ferreted out and
beheaded whenever they can be detected.
Some people talk about the “families” of
the terrorists, saying “Well, we have to
show great sympathy toward the terrorists’
families.” What we need to recognize is
that typically, the “wife” of a terrorist is a
slave. She has been captured in battle, and
the rule that the terrorists follow is that a
woman who is captured—she, her daughters, her children—are sex slaves, and they
are traded back and forth among the terrorists.
Here we are. I think I and the rest of the
world—the rest of the informed world—
are shocked that here we are right around
the time of the anniversary of 9/11, and we
Sen. Richard Black
have thrown our full diplomatic and mili- Sen. Black being shown captured rebel barrel bomb munitions, Lieramon
tary weight in support of al-Qaeda. We are Factory, Syria, September 2018.
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army in the back. In fact, the people of Syria have so
turned against the war, now that they’ve had experience with these foreign jihadists that we have recruited
from all around the world. (The United States recruits
them, arms them, trains them, sends them off, and they
man al-Qaeda, they man ISIS.) Many of these towns
that joined the early revolution have said this stinks;
this is not what we want. We want the old Syria that we
had before.
From all reports that I can obtain, reconciliation
has been a resounding success, and it has pacified the
country. And for this reason, I was able to stop at obscure places. We’d be out in the desert and need to
make a rest stop, and there’d be some little shanty,
some fellow who would be growing a few olive trees,
eking out a living, and we’d stop there. We weren’t
there to question them, we were there to use the restroom—and they would volunteer, and they would
say: We are so delighted that the terrorists have been
driven out and we want to express our gratitude to
President Bashar al Assad. I have heard this from
peasants, from people who sweep streets, who clean
toilets for a living, all the way up to members of Parliament.

The Status of Women and Religion

I met with the head of Parliament and with a good
portion of the Parliament of Syria, and I will tell you
something that the mainstream media won’t tell you:
The Parliament has a substantial number of women
who are the top legislators. We’re always told that the
Sunnis don’t have any authority in Syria: The fact of the
matter is that the President’s wife is a Sunni, and she is
very powerful, not only nationally but within her own
family. The President’s principal media and political
advisor is Sunni. The Grand Mufti, who is the top Sunni
authority in Syria and surrounding locations, is an
ardent supporter of the President. Most of the Syrian
generals are Sunni; most of the top officials in government are Sunni.
This whole myth [of religious conflict] was created
as part of the justification for going to war against
Syria—that somehow, we needed to figure out which
religious group would control the country.
Reconciliation has been a very surprising success,
and the country has clearly come together. There is
enormous unity, and I think there’s probably not a politician in the United States that would not die to have the
popularity ratings of the President of Syria.

JAMES GEORGE JATRAS

It’s Time for Us All To Escape from
the ‘Trans-Atlanticism’ Straitjacket
This is an edited transcript of remarks by James George Jatras,
former U.S. diplomat and former advisor to the Republican Senate leadership. He spoke to the Sept. 13,
2018 Schiller Institute Conference in
New York via pre-recorded video.
Ladies and Gentlemen, this is
Jim Jatras. I’m a former U.S. diplomat and longtime foreign policy advisor to the Senate Republican leadership. I’m honored to be invited to
address this distinguished conference today. I thank Helga Zepp28
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LaRouche and the Schiller Institute,
and all of the people who’ve made
this event possible. I apologize, I’m
not able to be there with you today in
person, but I’m pleased to be able to
talk to you remotely from this recorded statement.
I think it’s fair to say, we live in
one of those terrible historical junctures, where there really are two
paths set out in front of us. One is the
path of peace, prosperity, development, construction, the release of
human potential; and the other one,
EIR September 21, 2018

